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RS COMPONENTS (RS) has announced the 
availability of a number of pre-prepared cable 
assemblies that provide compatible solutions for 
key product ranges from Molex, manufacturer of 
connectors and interconnection components.

Targeting a wide range of applications in in-
dustries including automotive, consumer, defence, 
industrial and medical, as well as telecommuni-
cations and networking, the Molex range of pre-
terminated cables makes it easier for engineers 
to adopt interconnection components in new and 
existing designs, removing the need for expensive 
tooling, long production times and laborious testing 
procedures.

The wire-to-board cable assemblies have been 
designed with terminations chosen to work with 
some of Molex’s most popular interconnection 
families. These include the FIT range (Micro-FIT, 
Mini-FIT Jr. Nano-FIT and Mega-Fit), as well as the 
CLIK-Mate and Micro-Clasp and Pico-Clasp con-
nector ranges.

Enquiries: za.rs-online.com

PRE-TERMINATED 
CABLE ASSEMBLIES 
FROM MOLEX

FOR LIGHTING … USE AN EXPERIENCED ELECTRICIAN

Building maintenance people are often regarded as some form 
of troglodyte who scurries around the building at night fixing 
things. This is far from the truth – a good building maintenance 

person is worth paying for. However, that person is frequently severely 
hindered from duty by interior designers or engineers who design the 
building lighting. The hindrance comes from the fact that, very often, 
the designers place light fittings in inaccessible places and, when the 
lamp has to be replaced, it is a real struggle for the maintenance staff. 
Low installation costs can be achieved by installing high bay area 
lighting where the fitting price is low and the area illuminated is fairly 
large. However, if the lights have to be accessed by a mobile scaf-
fold, there are safety and operational issues. The lamps have to be 
changed over weekends and at night, when most people are not at 
their best. Accidents will happen. It is far better to 
have the lights high up, but to have some means 
of lowering the light fitting to a working level. This 
is seldom done. “Too costly, too complicated,” they 
say. What rubbish.

Another lighting mistake is to have open tube 
florescent fittings in air-conditioned areas. If a fluo-
rescent tube is in a cool area then, being cool, it will 
last three times longer than normal. Which is good 
and bad. The good part is, there is a longer time 
until the tubes have to be replaced, the bad part is, 
they would have dimmed to half the normal output 
in that time. Golden rule: make the Monday before 
16 December fluorescent re-lamping day. All done 
on the same day, and don’t worry for the rest of 
the year. 

One light that is often ignored is sunlight. GEC 
Machines (now GEC Alsthom) has a factory 
housed in an old building, which has a zig-zag roof 
with skylights. The result is that illumination levels 
from sunlight alone are great on a shop floor and 
cost very little – except during construction (our 
boardroom is lit by a skylight, and people often ask 
where to switch it off when they leave ...)

One of the problems we have to deal with today 
is the widespread use of LED (light emitting diode) 
lights. In earlier times, light levels were measured 
with lux meters or photometers.

We perceive white light LED lamps (which are based on a blue LED 
emission with a phosphor coating) as being ‘brighter’ than alternative 
light sources even though lux readings may say otherwise. Often, the 
readings are incorrect owing to the way we perceive light from LED 
lamps. Simply put, we can say that the human eye is better tuned 
to blue wavelengths at low light levels than under conditions of high 
ambient illumination. This explains the wrong readings because the 
lux meter (photometer) is measuring the light source with a daylight-
adapted response and is, in fact, giving a misleading reading. When 
LED street lights appear brighter than alternative sources even though 
the lux meter is saying the opposite, just trust your eyes. The meter is 
wrong.

Sometimes inappropriate lamps are used. At my local police sta-

tion, the perimeter lights were all low-pressure sodium lights (Sox). It is 
quite easy to replace the lamps (you just need a ladder) but the lamps, 
(if you can find them) are very expensive. So, I arranged to remove the 
fittings and rewired them to take a mercury blended lamp. These don’t 
give off as much light as the Sox lamps but they don’t need to. They 
last a long time – which is really what is wanted. For what it is worth, 
all the lighting disasters that I have seen, fittings far out of reach, hard 
to install, difficult to service, too much light, or not enough light, all 
these errors are made by people who don’t know enough about lights. 
Never ask the lighting suppliers what to install, (they’ll just empty your 
budget). Never use an interior designer. Use a good lighting technician, 
or an experienced electrician–trust me, you won’t regret it. Well, that’s 
just my opinion.
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